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41%

of enterprise
workloads will be
run on public cloud
platforms by 2020

Cloud Connectivity Made Easy

Source: LogicMonitor

1.7
MB
sec

By 2020, it’s estimated
that 1.7MB of data will
be created every second
for every person on earth

83%

Source: DOMO
As the number of devices and applications
continues to grow, organizations require a
secure, high-performance and cost-effective
way to manage their data and content.

Enter
the Cloud

Enter
The Cloud

of enterprise
workloads will be in
the cloud by 2020
Source: Forbes

Aligned offers more ﬂexible, scalable, secure and cost-effective connections
to the cloud where and when you need them through Aligned Access.
Aligned Access also enables customers to seamlessly expand their reach and dynamically connect to customers and
partners; IT service and network providers; Internet Exchange (IX) platforms; and Internet Service Providers (ISPs) found
within our data centers, as well as beyond them.
Reach

Aligned data centers
provide on-ramps to
major cloud providers, as
well as connections from
customer facilities or
managed infrastructure,
to and between Aligned
data center locations

Ashburn

Dallas

Agility

Flexible connections and
scalable bandwidth as your
business and workload
grows and changes
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PROVIDERS

150+

Your Data
Center

ON-RAMPS

Phoenix

Simpliﬁed Management
Eliminate complex
conﬁguration and lengthy
provisioning as well as
multiple contracts and SLAs

50+

Salt Lake City

Aligned Access Solutions
Intelligent infrastructure, combined with incrementally scalable technology, allows us to more dynamically meet customer
needs. Aligned Access solutions combine cloud, connectivity and colocation to suit the needs of your company.
Our adaptable infrastructure and intuitive, Software-deﬁned Network (SDN) seamlessly adapt to your hybrid IT needs.
Aligned Cloud Access

Aligned Transport Access

Aligned DCI Access

Aligned On-net Access

Secure, private and cost-effective hosted
or dedicated direct connectivity to leading
CSPs. Services can be provisioned from
1Gbps to 100 Gbps instantly from Aligned
Energy’s data centers in Ashburn, Dallas,
Phoenix and Salt Lake City.

Secure, low-latency, high-resiliency and
cost-effective Data Center Interconnect
(DCI) Access, enabling connectivity from
customers’ own facilities or managed
infrastructure, to and between all Aligned
data centers and connected CSPs.

Carrier-grade Layer 2 and Layer 3 transport
service offering blended or dedicated IP
and point-to-point, high-speed, low-latency,
connectivity through a variety of wholesale
partners. Available in 10 Gigabit Ethernet
increments as dedicated, protected or
unprotected circuits.

Seamless, carrier-neutral provisioning
and turn-up for highly reliable and low
latency connectivity to customers,
partners and service providers with no
monthly cross-connect fees.

Aligned Data Centers are Strategically Located
Strategically located in regions with robust ﬁber infrastructure and fast internet connectivity speeds, our facilities
offer neutral connectivity to a robust network of top-tier clouds, carriers and telecommunications providers by way
of multiple diverse Meet-Me Rooms without monthly interconnection fees. Customer can deploy the speeds,
solutions and connections they need.

Aligned Ashburn
Hotbed of cloud connectivity
Rapid and robust access to
diverse ﬁber paths
Low latency connections to
national ﬁber backbone

Aligned Salt Lake City
Has the highest Internet
speeds in the Intermountain
West and among the highest
in the nation

Aligned Phoenix
Robust internet connectivity
Heavy concentration of top-tier
telecommunications providers
Internet speed and mobile
networks in Phoenix are among
the country’s fastest

Aligned Dallas
Robust internet connectivity
Heavy concentration of top-tier
telecommunications providers
Internet speed and mobile
networks in Dallas are among
the country’s fastest
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